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INTRODUCTION
To evaluate the utility of smartphone-based VR in introductory physics,
smartphone apps were written by the investigators to illustrate 3D sys-
tems and concepts from first-year electrostatics. Although VR in physics
has been studied by a number of authors in the 1990s and 2000s, our
study appears to be the largest ever performed.

ASSESSMENT
During spring 2017, assessments were given to students in the second
semester of OSU’s calculus-based introductory physics course.

• 627 students participated in the VR study, with 301 for the electric field
portion, discussed here

Multiple choice questions were asked
before and after each treatment

• 33 questions about electric field direc-
tions (e.g. Fig. 1),

• 3 attitudinal questions
• 2 questions on video game use

Figure 1: Example question types.

TREATMENTS
The cross-platform game engine Unity was used to create visualizations

• Two oppositely-charged particles were modeled as point charges and
visually represented as spheres

• The electric field was an array of vectors generated in Unity, where the
direction and magnitude were calculated with Coulomb’s law

• VR

– The VR sequence consisted of five instruction-visualization pairs

– 3-minute, 20-second treatment time

– Two Nexus-5 smartphones and $2.50 cardboard viewers

• Video

– A 2-minute, 50-second video was generated from the application with
equivalent instructions

• Images

– Six static 2D images (standard images and screenshots from the
application) of dipoles and the electric fields around them (not timed)

(VR) (Video) (Images)

MEAN POST-PRE GAINS
We present a preliminary analysis for seven different question pairs (with
the post-test question only slightly altered, if not repeated exactly)

• As shown in Table 1, there were no significant (> 0.05) differences
among the three treatment types

Question type Post-pre gains (%) t-test
VR Video Image p

P on the axis of the dipole, E 6= 0 10.4 6.5 6.6 0.18
P on some axis, but not along

the dipole axis, E 6= 0. 10.6 12.4 10.6 0.92
P off axis, but in xy, yz, or xz

planes, E 6= 0. -1.9 1.9 -0.5 0.10
P off axis, out of plane and E 6= 0. -6.7 0.2 -4.9 0.72

E = 0. 1.0 1.0 2.4 0.64
2D axes 15.9 11.3 12.3 0.19
3D axes -9.2 -3.9 -6.7 0.17

More than one charged particle 3.0 3.8 3.3 0.74

Table 1: Mean post-pre gains are shown as a percent of possible points.

VIDEO GAME USE
As shown in Table 2, there were significant differences between pre-post
gains for men compare to women given the VR treatments

• Men’s gains were larger than women’s gains in the VR treatment group,
keeping in mind that some authors propose video game training as a
means to ameliorate gender gaps in spatial reasoning skills

• Students’ reported frequency of video game play is included in Table 2

VR Video Image
C.C. p C.C. p C.C. p

Gains vs. gender 0.25 0.01 -0.02 >0.8 -0.15 0.14
Curr. video game

vs. gender 0.48 <0.01 0.60 <0.01 0.56 <0.01
Prior video game

vs. gender 0.49 <0.01 0.45 <0.01 0.56 <0.01

Table 2: Relationship between video game play, gains between pre- and post-test
score, and gender. A positive correlation indicates larger values for men.

• The difference between pre-post gains for those who report video game
play often, and the pre-post gains for those who report video game play
as rare are reported in Fig. 2 using

∆G = (Spost,oft − Spre,oft) − (Spost,rare − Spre,rare).

• The gains for students in the VR treatment group depend significantly
on whether or not they report regular video game play

Figure 2: The difference ∆G between post-pre gains for those reporting playing
video games often and those reporting doing so rarely.

STUDENT IMPRESSIONS
There were significant differences among students’ attitudes to the differ-
ent treatments, as detailed in Fig. 3

• The mean “enjoyable” rankings were significantly different for those stu-
dents given the VR treatment (mean = 1.1) and for those given other
treatments (mean = 0.68)

• The mean "helpful" rankings were significantly higher for students given
the VR treatment (mean = 1.06) than the others (mean = 0.70)

Figure 3: A histogram of students’ reported enjoyment of the visualizations in
each treatment group. The error bars describe standard error.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
• Students show significant preference for VR over other treatment times

in terms of perceived helpfulness, enjoyment, and recommendations
they would make to friends

• VR treatment did not significantly outperform the Video or Image treat-
ments on assessments

• However, VR treatment can be more effective for students who report
frequent video game play

• Men appear to gain more from the VR treatment than women, perhaps
due to the gender disparity in self-reported video game play observed
in the study

• In future work we will see if repeated exposure to VR can improve
scores and ameliorate gender differences for students who do not re-
port frequent video game use

• More information on this study is available at arxiv.org/abs/1707.01544
• Several VR visualizations are included in a Google Play app

(go.osu.edu/BuckeyeVR) and an iOS app (go.osu.edu/BVRiOS)
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